
Reach Full Charge

Why Choose CleverEV

Boost your EV experience with our vendor 
agnostic charging solution which offers 
efficent and easily managable charging so 
you can hit the road with confidence.

Scheduling & Load Balancing

Scheduled charging

Load balancing

Charge your EV whenever it is the 
most convinient for you, making 
the process reliable and 
cost-effective.

Optimize charging efficency and 
network capacity utilization by 
prioritizing users and provisioning 
chargers.

Tariff & Payments

Tariff options

Payment options

Our fixed, dynamic and combined 
tariff choises help your business 
increase flexibility and predictability.

Simplify the billing process with 
our integrated payment and 
invoicing flow options.

Charger Management

Add chargers

Control and oversee remotely

Reports

Manage private or public chargers 
in the CleverEV system.

Start and stop charging remotely 
without hassle.

Access all relevant data about the 
charging process.
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Our skilled and dedicated team is ready to provide assistance 
throughout the whole partnership.

Support

Elevate your parking facility with CleverEV to become the 
go-to spot for EV owners. Guarantee continuous charging 
access, even during peak hours, and cater to the expanding 
EV community. Integrate our versatile charging solution 
effortlessly into your current setup for simple installation 
and administration. Utilize RFID Authorization for 

streamlined management and clear billing processes.

Centralized Charger Management

Tenant Management

Revenue Maximization

Automated Invoicing

Effortlessly manage all chargers from one interface, 
regardless of brand, for streamlined operations.

Accept major credit cards with funds deposited directly 
into your account, eliminating additional commission fees.

Easily manage multiple tenants and split charging fees 
seamlessly, authorizing access via mobile apps or RFID 
cards.

Maximize revenue without limitations on charging stations 
based on subscribed electricity capacity, retaining 
earnings without sharing with platform operators.

Automatically generate and send invoices for charging 
sessions, streamlining the billing process.

CleverEV Parking Garages

Flexible Payment Options
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